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A complete menu of Hooksey's Fish & Chips from Whitby covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Doug W likes about Hooksey's Fish & Chips:
I have not been down here since before COVID and despite some new shiny competition in the mall it is re-
assuring to see HOOKSEY 'S remains as the CONSTANT as a friendly breakfast place with smiling staff and

great basic breakfast food. Just read other reviews (and mine from December 2019) and the only addition I can
make is to comment on the SPECTACULAR HOME FRIES!!!! I do not order home fries from other restaurants...

read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather, And into the
accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Eduards Ločmelis doesn't like

about Hooksey's Fish & Chips:
I have frequented Hooksey's many times over the past decade or more and I am disappointed to learn that their
ownership has changed and so has the menu. Dropped in last night for take out fish and chips and learned then
that the previous owners and cooks are no longer there. My fish and chips were average and not the same as

before when this place was famous for their wonderful fish and chips. I don't think I'll be v... read more. The
Hooksey's Fish & Chips in Whitby serves various fine seafood menus, For a snack, you can also have the
delicious sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks. The original Canadian meals are also liked by the

visitors of the Hooksey's Fish & Chips, additionally, the Greek treats are extremely popular with the guests of the
restaurant.
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